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Top-class jury nominates SECURER breathing mask for the German Medical Award

The SECURER high-tech respiratory mask was nominated for the German Medical Award in

October 2023 by a top-class jury as well as an advisory board consisting of chief physicians,

senior physicians, specialists, professors and specialist lawyers under the scientific leadership

of Prof. Dr. Christian Perings and Prof. Dr. Georg Sabin.

The SECURER respiratory mask is a particularly lightweight, electronic respiratory protection

that  not  only  filters  all  currently  known  and  future  viruses  with  the  help  of  an

integrated UVC LED light disinfection, but also kills them 100% and also verifiably

cleans the breathing air to 99.999% of bacteria and other harmful air particles.

The German Medical Award is the leading medical & medical management award in Germany,

Austria and Switzerland and honors physicians, as well as companies from the health care

sector, who distinguish themselves through innovative concepts and products, as well as a

constant striving for improvement of care performance for the benefit of patients.

 

"We are very pleased about the nomination of our high-tech breathing mask SECURER for the

German Medical Award. We were able to convince the top-class jury as well as the scientific

advisory board of our transparent mask which works with light disinfection, hardly touches the

face, is reusable and the technology is rechargeable. This nomination is very important for us,

because each of these experts is part of our target group, which consists of professional users

from  the  healthcare  sector,  currently  around  6  million  people  in  Germany."  says  Arno

Lauhöfer, Managing Director of SecureAir GmbH.

Visit us for the presentation of our medical technology world novelty at the  

MEDICA 2023 
Düsseldorf

November 13 - 16, 2023

Hall 3,  Stand D94 

or on the internet at www.secureair.de 
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